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About This Content

Entrada Interactive and the entire Miscreated team thanks you for your continued support of Miscreated! The Iron Sons' Cache
will provide you with the following extra content:
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Exclusive Weapon Skins

Display your Iron Sons' pride by using any of the 15 included exclusive weapon skins in Miscreated.
To apply any of the exclusive skins to your weapon, just visit any Amalgamated kiosk in the game and they will be displayed in
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the Skins tab, then right-click on the weapon in your player's inventory you want a skin applied to.

Cleaver Bloody Skin

Crowbar Bloody Skin

Machete Damascus Skin

Pipe Wrench Bloody Skin

ACAW Scorched Desert Skin

AK74U Gold Skin

AP85 Silver Skin

AUMP45 White Skulls Skin

Bulldog Paint Splatter Skin

Cx8 Urban Blue Camo Skin

M9A1 Tempered Skin

Makarov Mud Skin

P350 Bronze Skin

PX4 Skulls Skin

R90 Scorched Earth Skin

Exclusive Wallpapers

Enhance the look of your computer by using one of the 10 exclusive Miscreated wallpapers. The wallpapers are all captured at a
4K resolution, so they will look extra sharp!

Concept Artwork

View 30 pieces of concept art and inspiration boards that were used in the development of Miscreated. As an added bonus, the
Iron Sons' logo is also included in PSD format, so you can use it to express your distaste for, and rise up against, the

Amalgamated corporation.

Main Menu Theme Music

The Miscreated main menu theme music is included in MP3 format. The musical score was composed and performed by
Anthony Casalena. Both the 1 minute short version and the full 10 minute looping versions are included.

Game Maps

8K resolution maps of the main islands level. Print it out and post it on your wall!
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Title: Miscreated - Iron Sons' Cache
Genre: Action
Developer:
Entrada Interactive LLC
Release Date: 18 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7Windows 7+ 64-Bit

Processor: Intel i5-6600K or AMD Ryzen 3 1300X

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 780 or Radeon R9 285

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 20 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

English
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miscreated iron sons cache

This is such a fun game! It's truly a remake of a classic with a decent community. David, the dev, has done such a great job
making this all by himself! He's such a funny, cool dude and I give him nothing but praise. Of course there's going to be bugs
here and there, but he's dedicated to fixing them and working on the game. More content is planned and I can't wait for it! You
rock, David! <3. Very nice game.
The developer is in weekly contact to some people of the playerbase and tries to improve the game on a regular basis.
So far he did a very decent job and i hope we will soon get to see Korvux Chapter 2.
Closing, i can only recommend the game to all people who have a heart for indie like games and want to support smaller
developers.

9\/10. A blast from the past! I remember playing through the game cyberflix made before this "Dust a tale of the wired west"
and waiting for this game to come out. This game is a great point n' click adventure from 1996! very underrated.. its good
. Horrible song. Make sure you don't pay too much for this one... It's a bit rubbish. And if you didn't play the last game, it will be
largely meaningless to you.

Honestly, it's more of the same. It's largely linear with the biggest choices being how you kill an NPC, not weather you kill an
NPC. In this one, almost everything dies well with shock ... except for the final boss who seems best done-in with ice. I didn't
have any patience to play an archer or a melee character. 99% of battles with the mage can be sniped from a distance further
than the NPCs can react.

But... if you did play the last one and you vaguely like another 3 to 5 hours of easy stroll, it amuses vaguely.. Noob game..

Game create a boring. If you're really gonna get this expansion, start looking up mods right away. After first playin' this game, I
stopped until I decided to search for mods. There were only 4 factions with a map from Greece to India. You can only play as
Alexander's Faction on Campaign
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In addition to the base building and other nifty crafting, this game is also worth checking out for the sandbox and environments.

There's some stuff that needs to be polished up, but it's getting there. Keep up the hard work devs. Y'all have my support.. This
is a pretty good game, over all. The art might not be everyone's cup of tea, but I thought it was cute. The story is predictable at
times, but I went "oh snap!" once or twice. There are twists and turns I didn't see coming. :) I got the game in a bundle, and I'm
not sure if it would be worth the full price--considering it only took me about an hour and a half to complete the entire thing.
Then again, I'm a fast reader.

Over all, it's short and bittersweet. Pick it up if you're into not-so-happy, yet not-so-tragic endings.

. lovely game, good artwork and music. Fun puzzles and runs well so worthwhile if you enjoy puzzle and hidden object games..
Waste of money, To be honest. But that's why I bought it!
I spend my money so you don't have to!. Bike handle like♥♥♥♥♥♥ cant lay it over or even actually turn without almost
stopping. The bike constently slides out on every corner, if you even slightly over jump anything you crash if you turn alittle too
sharp you crash if get a♥♥♥♥♥♥hair side ways guess what you crash. Just get mxgp3 or monster energy supercross 1 or 2 but
please dont waste your money like i did
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